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Multimodal learning is a framework for building models that make predictions based on different types of modalities. Important challenges in multimodal learning are the inference of shared representations from arbitrary modalities and cross-modal generation via these representations; however, achieving this requires taking the heterogeneous nature of multimodal data into account.

In recent years, deep generative models, i.e., generative models in which distributions are parameterized by deep neural networks, have attracted much attention, especially variational autoencoders, which are suitable for accomplishing the above challenges because they can consider heterogeneity and infer good representations of data. Therefore, various multimodal generative models based on variational autoencoders, called multimodal deep generative models, have been proposed in recent years. In this paper, we provide a categorized survey of studies on multimodal deep generative models.
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1. Introduction

We perceive various kinds of sensory information from our external world, such as vision, sounds, and smells. These different types of information are called different modalities, and it is known that we can develop a more reliable understanding of the world through multiple modalities, or multimodal information [84]. In recent years, multimodal learning [5] has been studied in the field of artificial intelligence and machine learning, which aims to build models that make predictions based on such multimodal information. Multimodal learning is especially important for robots that need to operate properly in the real world, because they need to make sense of the world based on the various types of information they receive through their onboard sensors [63].

The most fundamental challenge in multimodal learning is obtaining a compact and modality-invariant representation that integrates different modalities without label information, which we call a shared representation [62]. For example, we can construct an abstract shared representation of “ocean” in our brain by perceiving a view of sandy beach, the sound of waves, and the feeling of sand (Figure 1, left). In learning a shared representation, different modalities are assumed to have complementarity for a given task, i.e., one modality contains information about a task that is unavailable in other modalities [45]. Under this assumption, learning shared representations is expected to lead to the acquisition of higher performance representations of different modalities.

Another important challenge is to translate data between modalities, i.e., cross-modal generation. This corresponds to the way we imagine the sound of waves and the feeling of sand when we look at a picture of a beach (Figure 1, right). If we have a way of embedding all modalities into a shared representation and generating modalities from it, then we can achieve generation between arbitrary modalities via this space.
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However, accomplishing these challenges requires that we consider the heterogeneity among different modalities. Heterogeneity indicates that they have different feature spaces and distributions [110]. In the above example, the data type of a picture of the ocean is very different from that of the sound of waves, and the amount of information they contain for the concept of “ocean” is also very different. Therefore, to deal with them properly, we must consider the non-deterministic relationships between them.

To address this issue, researchers have proposed a generative model-based approach that treats all multimodal data as stochastically generated from a global latent variable that corresponds to a shared representation [8, 58, 83]. The advantage of this is not only that multimodal data can be generated from a shared latent variable, but also that the latent variable can be inferred from arbitrary modalities, which allows the acquisition of shared representation and cross-modal generation. However, conventional generative models cannot directly handle data with large dimensions, such as images, and require a large computational cost for inference.

Deep generative models [19, 42, 43, 64, 72, 102] are a framework that represents the distribution of generative models by deep neural networks. These models are characterized by end-to-end learning with back-propagation and the ability to generate high-dimensional and complex data, thanks to deep neural networks. In particular, variational autoencoders (VAEs) [43] enable fast inference to latent representations by parameterizing the inference to latent variables with neural networks, called amortized inference [18]. In this context, multimodal learning with deep generative models has attracted significant attention in recent years. In this paper, we refer to this research field as multimodal deep generative models.

This paper is a survey of multimodal deep generative models. There have already been many surveys on multimodal (or multi-view) machine learning [3, 5, 17, 45, 87, 108, 117, 122]. Among them, Baltrusaitis et al. [5] divide various multimodal learning studies into five challenges (representation, translation, alignment, fusion, and co-learning) and provide comprehensive descriptions of them. However, Baltrusaitis et al. [5] do not fully cover the multimodal deep generative models that we survey in this paper; specifically, they do not include methods that use deep generative models in the “representation” task, and only describe conditional models in the “translation” task. This paper is, to the best of our knowledge, the first comprehensive survey of multimodal deep generative models. Most of the deep generative models treated in this paper are based on VAEs, and we classify multimodal generative models into coordinated and joint models according to [5].

For coordinated models, we focus on the definition of closeness between inference distributions in the objective and divide them into two criteria: the distance between inference distributions and cross-modal generation loss. In joint models, we classify studies according to three main challenges: the handling of missing modalities, modality-specific latent variables, and weakly-supervised learning. The handling of missing modalities is classified into approaches that introduce surrogate unimodal inference and those that approximate joint inference by aggregating unimodal inference.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the problem setting of multimodal generative models and the definitions of heterogeneity in multimodality and good shared representation. Section 3 gives an overview of VAEs, the advantages of using VAEs as multimodal generative models, and the categories of multimodal deep generative models. Of these categories, Section 4 describes coordinated models and Section 5 describes joint models. Section 6 summarizes the benchmark datasets and applications in multimodal deep generative models. Section 7 discusses the future directions of multimodal deep generative models. Section 8 concludes the paper.

2. Multimodal generative models

2.1 Notation

Suppose that we are given an i.i.d. dataset \( X = \{X^{(i)}\}_{i=1}^{N} \), where each example \( X^{(i)} = \{x^{(i)}_{m}\}_{m=1}^{M} \) is a set of \( M \) modalities and where each modality \( x^{(i)}_{m} = \{x_{1m}^{(i)}, ..., x_{Dm}^{(i)}\} \in \mathcal{X}_{m} \) has its feature space \( \mathcal{X}_{m} \). We denote the true joint distribution of multimodal data as \( p_{data}(X) = p_{data}(x_{1}, ..., x_{M}). \) And let \( X_{k}^{(i)} \) denote a subset of \( i \)-th multimodal data; that is, \( X_{k}^{(i)} \subseteq X^{(i)}. \) We assume a representation \( z^{(i)} \in \mathcal{Z} \) that embeds different modalities \( X^{(i)} \) and call it a shared representation. In the following, \( i \) might be omitted if the example is not specified for simplicity.

2.2 Problem setting

In this paper, we assume that the multimodal generative model is intended for both of the following two purposes (see also Figure 1):

1. Embed all modalities \( X \) in a good common space called the shared representation.
2. Generate modalities \( X_{k}^{1} \) from arbitrary modalities \( X_{k} \) via the shared representation \( z. \)

The first purpose is sometimes referred to as multimodal representation learning [50], and besides generative approaches, there are studies based on discriminative approaches such as contrastive learning [1, 97, 100].

For the second purpose, it is often called cross-modal generation. There are mainstream studies based on conditional generative models that directly model \( p(x_{1}|x_{2}) \), which is the transformation from one modality \( x_{1} \) to another \( x_{2} \) [56, 80]. These models are also sometimes referred to as multimodal generative models [36], but we do not include them in multimodal generative models in this paper because they do not acquire a shared representation and can only generate cross-modally in one direction.

Multimodal generative models usually consist of latent variable models with all modalities \( X \) as observed variables and the shared representation \( z \) as a latent variable. In most cases, each modality \( x_{m} \) is assumed to be conditionally independent given a latent variable; that is,

\[
p_{\Theta}(X, z) = \prod_{m=1}^{M} p_{\theta_{m}}(x_{m}|z)p(z),
\]

where \( \Theta = \{\theta_{m}\}_{m=1}^{M} \) is the set of parameters for the conditional distributions of each modality. When designing them, it is necessary to consider the heterogeneity of different modalities, which will be discussed in the next subsection.

The objective of multimodal generative models is the marginal log-likelihood given the data

\footnote{\( X_{k}^{1} \) means a subset of multimodal data different from \( X_{k}. \)}
and we aim to estimate the parameters that maximize it:

\[
\hat{\Theta} = \arg \max_{\Theta} \mathbb{E}_{p_{\text{data}}(X)} [\log p_{\Theta}(X)] = \arg \max_{\Theta} \mathbb{E}_{p_{\text{data}}(X)} \left[ \log \int p_{\Theta}(X, z) dz \right].
\]  

(2)

However, this objective is intractable because it involves the marginalization of a latent variable. Furthermore, to achieve the goal of a multimodal generative model, it is necessary to infer from the generative model, i.e., to find the posterior distribution \( p_{\Theta}(z | X_k) \) of the shared representation \( z \) given any modality \( X_k \); however, the computation of this posterior is also intractable.

Therefore, the key issues for multimodal generative models are twofold: how to design and train the above generative models, and how to perform inference to a latent variable. Before addressing these issues, we consider the heterogeneity in multimodality and the requirement for a good shared representation in the remaining subsections.

2.3 Heterogeneity in multimodality

In a multimodal learning framework, the term modality originally referred to each scheme and situation in which data are perceived [5, 45], i.e., the process of obtaining the data. However, this term is more often seen as exclusively representing the type of information obtained by the process [62], a view this paper follows. Various types of modalities in our world—such as vision, sound, and smell—are said to be heterogeneous [77, 110]. The term “heterogeneity” has been used in relation to the term “domain” in the study of transfer learning.

Then, what is the nature of heterogeneity in multimodal learning? To consider this, suppose that we are given two datasets, \( X_1 = \{x^{(i)}_1 \}_{i=1}^N \in \mathcal{X}_1 \) and \( X_2 = \{x^{(i)}_2 \}_{i=1}^N \in \mathcal{X}_2 \). In transfer learning, the domain of \( X_1 \) is defined by a pairing of the data feature space \( \mathcal{X}_1 \) and the marginal distribution \( p(X_1) \) [67, 110]. Therefore, the fact that the domains are different between the two datasets means either: 1. \( \mathcal{X}_1 = \mathcal{X}_2 \) and \( p(X_1) \neq p(X_2) \), 2. \( \mathcal{X}_1 \neq \mathcal{X}_2 \) and \( p(X_1) = p(X_2) \), or 3. \( \mathcal{X}_1 \neq \mathcal{X}_2 \) and \( p(X_1) \neq p(X_2) \). In the context of heterogeneous transfer learning, if the two datasets have different feature spaces, they are considered heterogeneous, i.e., either 2 or 3 [110].

On the other hand, when considering heterogeneity in the multimodality, the information entropy differs between modalities and there is often no one-to-one invertible correspondence between them. In the example in Figure 1, the view of a sandy beach is considered to contain the most information to represent the concept of an ocean. Furthermore, there are countless corresponding views of the same sound of waves or the feeling of sand. This consideration implies that different modalities have different distributions.

Therefore, heterogeneity in a multimodal context involves both differences, i.e., 3. For good multimodal learning, we need to address both differences when designing our model.

2.4 Requirements for a good shared representation

In general, a “good representation” is one that can be used for various tasks while retaining the characteristics of the original input [6]. Representation learning aims to learn this from data in an unsupervised manner. To achieve this objective, Bengio et al. [6] argued that we should consider general-purpose priors (or meta-priors [101]) about the world around us as properties that such representations should have including disentanglement, manifolds, and hierarchical representation.

Srivastava et al. [83] argued that a shared representation should further satisfy the following properties:

\[\text{In the original text, a shared representation is called a joint representation; we have changed this terminology to match that in this paper. Strictly speaking, there is a subtle difference between shared representation and joint representation: the former refers to a space shared by different modalities while the latter refers to a shared representation of the joint model.}\]
1. The shared representation must be such that similarity in the representation space implies similarity of the corresponding “concepts”.

2. The shared representation must be easy to obtain even in the absence of some modalities.

The first property requires that similar concepts cohere in a shared representation. The second implies that the representation should be inferred appropriately even from an input that is missing any modality, which is a necessary condition for a successful cross-modal generation. In the following, we consider these properties as requirements for a good shared representation.

2.5 Related works of multimodal generative models before deep generative models

Even before the advent of deep generative models, various multimodal generative models have been proposed.

The most popular approaches are based on restricted Boltzmann machines (RBMs) [30, 31]. Xing et al. [116] build a joint model of images and texts using a linear RBM. Srivastava et al. [82] propose a multimodal generative model based on deep belief networks [28, 29], which has since been used in various multimodal applications [34, 41]. Srivastava et al. [83] propose to use deep Boltzmann machines (DBMs) [75] for multimodal data, specifically images and text. Sohn et al. [81] introduce an improved method of multimodal DBM based on the idea of the variation of information. Furthermore, multimodal DBMs are used in a variety of multimodal applications [66, 68, 86]. The advantages of these models are that they facilitate inference from modalities to latent variables and thus cross-modal generation and that they can properly handle missing modalities of input. Furthermore, since these are probabilistic models, they can naturally take into account differences in the distributions of modalities. However, because these learning rules are based on the Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method, it is difficult to handle complex high-dimensional data directly as input; as a result, they cannot handle large differences in features.

Other research involves extending topic models such as latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [9] to multimodal input [8, 58]. Nakamura et al. [58] propose multimodal LDA to address the categorization of images, sounds, and haptic information in robots and the language grounding between them. The multimodal LDA has similar advantages as in the case of DBMs and various studies have extended this model [2, 57, 59, 71, 124]; however, they are all based on topic models and cannot directly handle data with high dimensionality and complex structures such as images, thereby requiring preprocessing such as extracting “visual words”.

In summary, there have been many generative model-based methods before deep generative models and they have many advantages such as being able to handle differences in distributions and obtain good shared representations. However, they could not directly infer from or generate complex data such as images, which is a major drawback when dealing with heterogeneous multimodal information in practice.

3. Multimodal deep generative models

3.1 Deep generative models and variational autoencoders

Deep generative models are a group of generative models in which probability distributions are parameterized by deep neural networks. They differ from conventional generative models in that they can directly handle high-dimensional data thanks to deep neural networks, and the entire model can be trained end-to-end using the gradient of neural networks by backpropagation. Deep generative models include variational autoencoders (VAEs) [43], generative adversarial networks (GANs) [19], autoregressive models [64, 102], flow-based models [42, 72], and so on.

(see Section 5), i.e., a space in which different modalities are fused.
VAEs are latent variable models of \( p_\theta(x) = \int p_\theta(x|z)p(z)dz \), where \( p_\theta(x|z) \) is parameterized by a deep neural network and prior \( p(z) \) is often set as a standard multivariate Gaussian. In VAEs, instead of directly maximizing the intractable marginal log-likelihood \( \log p_\theta(x) \), we maximize its evidence lower bound (ELBO) given data \( x \):

\[
L_{VAE}(x) \equiv \mathbb{E}_{q_\phi(z|x)} \left[ \log p_\theta(x|z) - D_{KL}[q_\phi(z|x)||p(z)] \right]
\]

(3)

\[
= \mathbb{E}_{q_\phi(z|x)} \left[ \log \frac{p_\theta(x|z)p(z)}{q_\phi(z|x)} \right] \leq \log p_\theta(x),
\]

(4)

where \( q_\phi(z|x) \) is a posterior distribution that approximates inference \( p_\theta(z|x) \) and is also parameterized by the deep neural network. We designate \( q_\phi(z|x) \) as the encoder or inference distribution and \( p_\theta(x|z) \) as the decoder. Moreover, in Equation (3), the first term represents a negative reconstruction loss of input \( x \), and the second term represents a regularization for the encoder. To obtain a good representation, especially a disentangled one [25], the second term is often adjusted by introducing a coefficient, which is omitted in this paper for brevity.

3.2 Advantages of VAEs as multimodal generative models

Compared with existing multimodal generative models, normal deep autoencoders, and other deep generative models such as GANs, VAEs have various advantages in realizing the purpose of multimodal generative models.

First, VAEs represent both generation and inference as paths of DNNs; therefore, their training and execution are fast and they can handle high-dimensional and complex inputs. On the other hand, traditional DBM-based models take a long time to train and execute inference and cannot handle such inputs directly.

Second, VAEs are good models for representation learning. As mentioned earlier, good representation requires the inclusion of general-purpose priors in the model. It is known that VAEs can easily incorporate such priors by adding constraints to the inference distribution and by explicitly assuming a graphical model structure [101]. In particular, the property of learning manifolds helps to realize the first requirement for good shared representations in Section 2.4. Normal deep autoencoders [105] can also acquire a representation of the data by introducing bottleneck constraints and noise, which have been applied in multimodal settings [38, 62]; however, they cannot include various priors for a good representation, such as disentanglement and structural representation.

In addition, since VAEs are probabilistic models, they can explicitly represent differences in the distribution of data, unlike normal deep autoencoders. In other words, VAEs can explicitly deal with the heterogeneity of multimodal data.

GANs are well-known as deep generative models other than VAEs, and various methods using multimodal information with GANs have been proposed [35, 47, 51, 123, 125]. However, most of these are conditional models [35, 123], i.e., unidirectional, and even if they are bidirectional models, they do not deal with heterogeneous data (i.e., data with different distributions and dimensions) [47, 51, 125]. In addition, in terms of representation learning, it is difficult for GANs to introduce general-purpose priors as flexibly as VAEs. Furthermore, the stability of their learning remains a challenge, such as mode collapse, which is confirmed to be more serious in a multimodal setting [113]. Therefore, VAEs have become the mainstream in multimodal deep generative models, where GANs are sometimes used to improve the quality of the generation of multimodal VAEs [92, 113] or to implement divergence between distributions in VAEs [15].

---

1In this paper, we use the term “encoder” to refer to any form of mapping from an input space to a latent space, whether deterministic or probabilistic, and “inference distribution” to refer specifically to the conditional distribution \( q_\phi(z|x) \).
Figure 2. Graphical models of two categories of multimodal deep generative models. In this figure, the number of modalities is assumed to be two. The gray circles represent the observed variables and the white ones represent the latent variables. The black arrows represent the generating process of random variables, while the dotted ones represent the inference distributions. Furthermore, the orange two-way arrow indicates that the two latent variables are in the same space. Left: the coordinated model; Right: the joint model.

Table 1. List of multimodal deep generative models and their properties. “Modality-specific” refers to whether a model contains modality-specific latent variables, “end-to-end” refers to whether a model does end-to-end learning with a single objective function, and “scalability” refers to whether the cost of the model increases exponentially with the number of modalities. Note that models marked “-” in the scalability column mean that they are coordinate models and do not assume more than two modalities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Models</th>
<th>Aggregated inference</th>
<th>Missing modalities</th>
<th>Modality-specific</th>
<th>End-to-end</th>
<th>Scalability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SCAN [26]</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓ (single modality)</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[119]</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓ (single modality)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bi-VAE [109]</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓ (single modality)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CADA-VAE [76]</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓ (single modality)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVAE [39]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JVAE</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JVIAE</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓ (memory cost)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TELBO [104]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓ (memory cost)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAEVIAE [112]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>(memory cost)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M\textsuperscript{2}VAE [44]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>(memory cost)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMVIAE [91]</td>
<td>✓ (MoE)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓ (memory cost)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mmJSD [88]</td>
<td>✓ (MoE)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓ (memory cost)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mmJSD (MS) [88]</td>
<td>✓ (MoE)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓ (memory cost)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVAE [118]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓ (memory cost)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MoPoE-VAE [89]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓ (memory cost)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PVVAE [33]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓ (memory cost)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMVAE [48]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓ (memory cost)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMVAE [15]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓ (memory cost)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MFM [99]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓ (memory cost)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[78]</td>
<td>✓ (MoE)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓ (memory cost)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3 Categories of multimodal deep generative models

We divide multimodal deep generative models into two major categories according to how they model inference to shared representations: modeling inference \(q_{\phi_m}(z_m|x_m)\) from single modality \(x_m\), or modeling inference \(q_{\hat{q}}(z|X)\) from all modalities \(X\). According to Baltrušaitis et al. [5], the former is called the coordinated model and the latter is called the joint model. Figure 2 shows graphical models of the two categories.

Both of these categories aim to satisfy the two properties mentioned in Section 2.4. Many multimodal deep generative modeling methods focus mainly on how to achieve the second property since the first can be achieved through the representation learning of VAEs. However, the coordinated and joint models have slightly different goals for the second property: the coordinated model aims for the inference results from \(each\ modalitiy\) to be the same, whereas the joint model aims for the inference results from \(any\ set\ of\ modalities\) to be the same. We will discuss the study of the coordinated model in Section 4 and the joint model in Section 5.

See Figure 3 for a systematic view of multimodal deep generative models and their categories; see Table 1 for the differences in their properties.
4. Coordinated model

The goal of the coordinated model is to bring the inference distributions conditioned on the different modalities closer together\(^1\). This leads to making arbitrary representations of different modalities the same; that is, \( \mathbf{z}_1^{(i)} \approx \mathbf{z}_2^{(i)} \) \( \forall i \in \{1, \ldots, N\} \), where \( \mathbf{z}_1^{(i)} \sim q_{\theta_1}(\mathbf{z}_1 | \mathbf{x}_1^{(i)}) \) and \( \mathbf{z}_2^{(i)} \sim q_{\theta_2}(\mathbf{z}_2 | \mathbf{x}_2^{(i)}) \). Correspondingly, we consider generated models for each modality, i.e., \( p_{\theta_1}(\mathbf{x}_1) = \int p_{\theta_1}(\mathbf{x}_1 | \mathbf{z}_1)p(\mathbf{z}_1)d\mathbf{z}_1 \) and \( p_{\theta_2}(\mathbf{x}_2) = \int p_{\theta_2}(\mathbf{x}_2 | \mathbf{z}_2)p(\mathbf{z}_2)d\mathbf{z}_2 \), instead of the joint generative model \( p_{\phi}(\mathbf{x}_1, \mathbf{x}_2) = \int p_{\phi}(\mathbf{x}_1 | \mathbf{z})p_{\phi}(\mathbf{x}_2 | \mathbf{z})p(\mathbf{z})d\mathbf{z} \) (see Figure 2).

The objective of VAEs in the coordinated version consists of the ELBOs for all modalities, \( \mathbf{x}_1 \) and \( \mathbf{x}_2 \), and a loss function that represents the closeness between inference distributions of each modality \( \mathcal{L}_{\text{coor}}(\mathbf{x}_1, \mathbf{x}_2) \); that is,

\[
\left( \sum_{\mathbf{x}_m \in \{\mathbf{x}_1, \mathbf{x}_2\}} \mathcal{L}_{\text{VAE}}(\mathbf{x}_m) \right) - \mathcal{L}_{\text{coor}}(\mathbf{x}_1, \mathbf{x}_2). \tag{5}
\]

In many cases, the term \( \mathcal{L}_{\text{coor}}(\mathbf{x}_1, \mathbf{x}_2) \) is multiplied by a weight factor, which is omitted in this paper for brevity. This is also the case for the equations in the following studies. Whether the term \( \mathcal{L}_{\text{coor}} \) is learned simultaneously with ELBOs or separately depends on each method. In this section, the number of modalities is assumed to be two.

There are several ways to define \( \mathcal{L}_{\text{coor}} \), but in this paper we will focus on the following two criteria: the distance between inference distributions and cross-modal generation loss (see Figure 4).

\(^1\)Note that the inference distributions are the same when the outputs of the encoder networks (i.e., the parameters of the inference distributions) are the same, not necessarily when the values of the training parameters of these networks are all the same.
In addition to these, cycle-consistency loss is used in image-to-image translation, which is the task of transforming an image belonging to one domain to another domain [35, 125]. Although some of these models consider shared latent variables in different domains [47, 51], they assume that the input is two domain images of the same size, not heterogeneous modalities; therefore, we do not include them in this survey.

The characteristics of the models in this category are that they are independently proposed in different research areas such as zero-shot learning, domain adaptation, and symbol grounding. Therefore, each model is often compared with previous studies in each area and in each problem setting.

4.1 Distance between inference distributions

The most intuitive loss function for $\mathcal{L}_{\text{coor}}$ is the one that takes the distance between inferences of different modalities.

In Yin et al. [119], the distance between inference distributions is the Kullback–Leibler (KL) divergence in both directions, which is learned simultaneously with the generative models:

$$
\mathcal{L}_{\text{coor}}(x_1, x_2) = D_{KL}(q_{\phi_1}(z_1|x_1)||q_{\phi_2}(z_2|x_2)) + D_{KL}(q_{\phi_2}(z_2|x_2)||q_{\phi_1}(z_1|x_1)). \tag{6}
$$

Symbol-Concept Association Network (SCAN) [26], on the other hand, assumes a single KL divergence:

$$
\mathcal{L}_{\text{coor}}(x_1, x_2) = D_{KL}(q_{\phi_1}(z_1|x_1)||q_{\phi_2}(z_2|x_2)), \tag{7}
$$

where $x_1$ is the image modality and $x_2$ is the symbol one. Higgins et al. [26] select this direction so that the inference of the symbol covers the whole inference of the image. Also, unlike Yin et al. [119], they first learn the VAE of $x_1$, then fix this parameter and optimize the ELBO on $x_2$ and $\mathcal{L}_{\text{coor}}(x_1, x_2)$.

Tian et al. [96] consider the translation of different modalities as a domain transfer. To mitigate the heterogeneity of different modalities, they learn VAEs (or GAN) for each modality and then infer a representation $z_m$ for each modality. Then, they take each of them as input and use an encoder $q(z'|z_m, m)$ that maps to a shared representation $z'_m$ conditioned on the variable $m \in \{1, 2\}$ representing the type of modality, and decode the shared representation into each representation with $p(z_m|z', m)$. They optimize the encoder and decoder in the VAE framework while simultaneously optimizing the sliced Wasserstein distance [12] between the embeddings in each modality, $z'_1$ and $z'_2$, and the loss in class label prediction from each embedding.

Figure 4. Difference in the calculation method of $\mathcal{L}_{\text{coor}}$ (represented by red two-way arrows) in coordinated models. Left: distance between inference distributions; Right: cross-modal generation loss.
4.2 Cross-modal generation loss

Wang et al. [109] propose a variational canonical correlation analysis (CCA) that extends linear CCA [32] to deep probabilistic latent variable models, which can be regarded as changing the encoder of the joint VAE (described in Section 5) as \( q_{\phi}(z|x_1) \). Furthermore, they introduce an objective called bi-VCCA to learn the encoder of \( x_2 \). This objective can be considered that \( L_{\text{coor}} \) in the coordinated model is set as follows:

\[
L_{\text{coor}}(x_1, x_2) = -\mathbb{E}_{q_{\phi_1}(z|x_1)}[\log p_{\theta_2}(x_2|z)] - \mathbb{E}_{q_{\phi_2}(z|x_2)}[\log p_{\theta_1}(x_1|z)].
\]  

(8)

This is the cross-modal generation loss between each modality, and it encourages encoding from any modality to generate both modalities by optimizing simultaneously with the ELBOs for all modalities: \( \sum_{x_m} L_{VAE}(x_m) \).

Cross and distribution aligned VAE (CADA-VAE) [76] is learned to minimize both the distance in the coordinated model is set as follows:

\[
L_{\text{coor}}(x_1, x_2) = \left( ||\mu_1 - \mu_2||_2^2 + ||\Sigma_{1}^{-1} - \Sigma_{2}^{-1}||_F^2 \right)^{\frac{1}{2}} + (||x_1 - D_1(E_2(x_2))|| + ||x_2 - D_2(E_1(x_1))||),
\]  

(9)

where \( \mu_m \) and \( \Sigma_m \) are the mean vector and covariance matrix of the Gaussian inference \( q_{\phi_m}(z|x_m) \), and \( || \cdot ||_F \) is the Frobenius norm. Also, \( E_m \) is the deterministic encoder function of the VAE for the modality \( x_m \), and \( D_m \) is its deterministic decoder function. The first term is the distance between inference distributions by the 2-Wasserstein distance\(^1\), and the second term corresponds to the cross-modal generation loss. Schonfeld et al. [76] propose CADA-VAE for generalized zero-shot learning [70, 114], which is used to embed different modalities, namely image features and class attributes, into a shared representation.

Jo et al. [40] propose an associative variational autoencoder (AVAE), which has associators, \( p_{\rho_1}(z_2|z_1) \) and \( p_{\rho_2}(z_1|z_2) \), to map between latent variables of different modalities. Associators are named after human associative learning [10]. Using these associators, the inference from one modality \( x_1 \) to the latent variable \( z_2 \) of another modality \( x_2 \) becomes \( q_{\rho_1, \rho_2}(z_2|x_1) = \int p_{\rho_1}(z_2|z_1)q_{\phi_1}(z_1|x_1)dz_1 \). After learning the VAE for each modality, they learn the associators by minimizing the following loss function:

\[
L_{\text{coor}}(x_1, x_2) = L_{\text{assoc}}(x_1, x_2) + L_{\text{assoc}}(x_2, x_1),
\]  

(10)

where \( L_{\text{assoc}} \) consists of a cross-modal generation loss and a regularization term for inference as follows:

\[
L_{\text{assoc}}(x_i, x_j) = -\mathbb{E}_{q_{\phi_1, \phi_2}(z_j|x_i)}[\log p_{\theta_2}(x_j|z_j)] + D_{KL}[q_{\rho_1, \rho_2}(z_j|x_i)||p(z_j)].
\]  

(11)

5. Joint model

The coordinated model can embed each modality into the same shared representation using the encoder for each modality. However, this model cannot perform inference from all modalities. The joint model, on the other hand, directly models the inference \( q_{\Phi}(z|X) \) to the shared latent space given all modalities \( X = \{x_m\}_{m=1}^M \).

An early joint model in deep neural networks was proposed by Ngiam et al. [62], which pre-trains autoencoders for each modality, then fine-tunes the mapping from each latent variable to the shared space that fuses them. Wang et al. [107] propose to pre-train the multimodal

\(^1\)The 2-Wasserstein distance is the \( p \)-Wasserstein distance of order \( p = 2 \).
autoencoders with DBMs. However, as mentioned above, these models are insufficient for large multimodal datasets.

In the joint model with VAEs, the inference distribution $q_\Phi(z|X)$ and the generative model $p_\Theta(X) = \int p(z)p_\Theta(X|z)dz = \int p(z) \prod_{x_m \in X} p_{\theta_m}(x_m|z)dz$ are trained to optimize the following objective:

$$L_{JVAE}(X) = \mathbb{E}_{q_\Phi(x|X)} \left[ \log p_\Theta(X|z) \right] - D_{KL}[q_\Phi(z|X)||p(z)]$$

which is an extension of the VAEs’ objective input to multiple modalities. In this paper, we refer to this as a joint VAE (JVAE) in accordance with Vedantam et al. [104]. JVAE is almost the same as the joint modeling by autoencoders [62, 107], but differs in that it uses probabilistic deep latent variable models.

JVAE has three major challenges: handling of missing modalities, modality-specific latent variables, and weakly-supervised learning. The following subsections describe the studies surrounding each challenge.

Each model in this category is closely related to each other, unlike the category of the coordinated model. First, Suzuki et al. [91] proposed JVAE and how to handle missing modalities, then methods with other objective [44, 88, 104, 113], such as Vedantam et al. [104], and more effective methods to handle missing modalities [79, 89, 112, 118], such as Wu et al. [112], were proposed. Wu et al. [112] also proposed a method for a weakly-supervised learning setting where all modalities are not present at training, followed by Shi et al. [78]. Modality-specific latent variables were first introduced into JVAE by Hsu et al. [33] and Tsai et al. [99], and then models with various inference methods and objectives were proposed [15, 48, 88].

### 5.1 Handling of missing modalities

Cross-modal generation is one of the necessary tasks in multimodal generative models. After training JVAE with Equation (12), cross-modal generation is performed as

$$p(X_{k'}|X_k) = \int q_\Phi(z|X_k) \prod_{x_m \in X_{k'}} p_{\theta_m}(x_m|z)dz.$$  

Whether this can be done properly depends on whether we can infer from an arbitrary set of modalities with the inference distribution $q_\Phi$, i.e., whether we can handle missing input modalities, which is also one of the requirements for a good shared representation. In multimodal generative models prior to deep neural networks, inference is based on sampling methods such as MCMC, which can deal with this missing issue. However, JVAE cannot deal with missing modalities, because inference is performed by forward propagation of a deep neural network that parameterizes the inference distribution. Suzuki et al. [92] show that when informative modality inputs (e.g., images) are missing from the input of a neural network-based inference distribution, the inferred representation is significantly corrupted. Therefore, how to handle missing modalities is one of the most important and challenging issues in JVAE.

There are two main approaches to deal with the above issue. One is to introduce a surrogate unimodal inference distribution, and the other is to approximate the joint inference distribution by aggregating the unimodal inference distributions (see Figure 5).
some papers refer to JMVAE-kl as JMVAE [104, 112], we follow them to avoid confusion in terminology.

5.1.1 Introducing a surrogate unimodal inference distribution

Suzuki et al. [91] introduce surrogate unimodal inference distributions, $q_{\phi_1}(z|x_1)$ and $q_{\phi_2}(z|x_2)$, and learn these and the joint model simultaneously by optimizing the following objective:

$$
L_{JV_{AE}}(x_1, x_2) + D_{KL}[q_{\phi}(z|x_1, x_2)||q_{\phi_1}(z|x_1)] + D_{KL}[q_{\phi}(z|x_1, x_2)||q_{\phi_2}(z|x_2)],
$$

which is referred to as a joint multimodal VAE (JMVAE). These additional KL divergence terms encourage each unimodal inference distribution to approximate the joint inference distribution of JVAE. Suzuki et al. [91] prove that this objective is a lower bound on the variation of information between $q_{\phi}(z|x_1, x_2)$ and the joint distribution $p_{\text{data}}(z|x_1, x_2)$:

$$
-\mathbb{E}_{p_{\text{data}}(x_1, x_2)}[\log p(x_1|x_2) + \log p(x_2|x_1)].
$$

That is, JMVAE is optimized to encourage cross-modal generation. Also, Vedantam et al. [104] prove that the lower bound of the expectation of the above added KL divergence term is equal to the KL divergence between unimodal inference distribution and “averaged” distribution of joint inference distribution $q_{\text{avg}}(z|x_1) = \int q_{\phi}(z|x_1, x_2)p_{\text{data}}(x_2|x_1)dx_2$; that is,

$$
\mathbb{E}_{p_{\text{data}}(x_1, x_2)}[D_{KL}[q_{\phi}(z|x_1, x_2)||q_{\phi_1}(z|x_1)] \geq D_{KL}[q_{\phi}(z|x_1)||q_{\phi_1}(z|x_1)].
$$

Vedantam et al. [104] introduce the following objective to learn unimodal inference distributions:

$$
L_{JV_{AE}}(x_1, x_2) + L_{VAE}(x_1) + L_{VAE}(x_2),
$$

which consists of ELBOs for each given all combinations of all modalities. In the case of two modalities, there are three ELBOs; therefore, this objective is called triple ELBO (TELBO). In addition, while JMVAE is learned end-to-end, in TELBO, the joint model is trained first, followed by the unimodal inference distributions.

Korthals et al. [44] propose a method to learn unimodal inference distributions by the following objective:

$$
\mathcal{L}_{JV_{AE}}(x_1, x_2) + \mathcal{L}_{VAE}(x_1) + \mathcal{L}_{VAE}(x_2) + D_{KL}[q_{\phi_1}(z|x_1, x_2)||q_{\phi_1}(z|x_1)] + D_{KL}[q_{\phi_2}(z|x_1, x_2)||q_{\phi_2}(z|x_2)],
$$

which can be viewed as a combination of JMVAE and TELBO’s lower bounds and is called a multi-modal VAE (M2VAE). Korthals et al. [44] show that this objective can be derived as a lower bound on the joint log-likelihood by a factor of two: $2\log p_{\Theta}(x_1, x_2)$.

\footnote{In the original paper [91], JVAE and JMVAE are referred to as JVAE and JMVAE-kl, respectively. However, because some papers refer to JMVAE-kl as JMVAE [104, 112], we follow them to avoid confusion in terminology.}
5.1.2 Aggregating the unimodal inference distributions

An effective way to solve the scale problem in surrogate unimodal inference is to approximate a joint inference by aggregating unimodal inference distributions with an arbitrary function $f$; that is,

$$q(z|X) = f(\{q_{\phi_m}(z|x_m)\}_{m=1}^{M}).$$  \hspace{1cm} (19)

This approximation has advantages in terms of memory and computational cost because the number of networks increases only linearly with the number of modalities.

Wu et al. [112] consider unimodal inference as “expert” and propose approximating joint inference using the following product-of-experts (PoE) [27] form:

$$q_{\text{PoE}}(z|X) \propto p(z) \prod_{x_m \in X} q_{\phi_m}(z|x_m).$$ \hspace{1cm} (20)

Usually, this posterior distribution cannot be calculated in closed form, but it can be calculated by constraining the unimodal inference and prior to a Gaussian distribution. If no modalities are observed, this posterior is equal to prior. Then, as the number of modalities increases, the precision increases due to the product property—that is, this posterior becomes sharper (Figure 6(a)).

Multimodal VAE (MVAE), proposed by Wu et al. [112], approximates the inference distribution by Equation (20) and is learned by optimizing Eq (17)—i.e., ELBOs for each given all combinations of all modalities. However, if more than three modalities are given, the objective has exponentially more terms; therefore, Wu et al. [112] propose that the objective be a subsampling of ELBOs in any combination of modalities. Also, Wu et al. [113] propose training the inference distribution of PoE with the VAEVAE objective.

The shortcoming in approximating inference distributions with PoE is that, if the inference for a particular modality is very sharp, the joint inference will be heavily dominated by it; therefore, the optimization of unimodal inference with low precision might be greatly degraded.

Another way to approximate the joint inference is to use the mixture of experts (MoE) form—i.e., representing the joint inference distributions by sum of unimodal inferences as follows:

$$q_{\text{MoE}}(z|X) = \sum_{x_m \in X} \alpha_m \cdot q_{\phi_m}(z|x_m).$$ \hspace{1cm} (21)

By a derivation similar to $M^2$VAE, Wu et al. [113] propose VAEVAE; the difference with $M^2$VAE is that VAEVAE does not have a KL divergence term between joint inference and prior. These approaches are problematic in terms of memory and computational cost because they require additional inference distributions. In particular, when the number of modalities increases to three or more, the inference distribution must be prepared for all possible combinations of modalities, which results in an exponential increase in the size of the network.
where $a_m$ is constrained to $\sum_m a_m = 1$, and in many cases $a_m = \frac{1}{M}$. Since MoE is the sum of each expert, the posterior distribution is not dominated by experts with high precision as in PoE, but spreads its density over all individual experts, evenly in the case of $\alpha_m = \frac{1}{M}$ (see Figure 6(b)). Thus, individual experts can be optimized appropriately.

Shi et al. [79] propose an MoE multimodal variational autoencoder (MMVAE) in which the joint inference distribution is approximated in the form of MoE. The objective of MMVAE is the same as that of JVAE, which is as follows:

$$\mathbb{E}_{q_{\phi}(z|X)} \left[ \sum_{x_m \in X} \log p_{\Theta}(x_m | z) \right] - D_{KL}[q_{\phi}(z|X)||p(z)]$$

$$= \frac{1}{M} \sum_{m=1}^{M} \mathbb{E}_{q_{\phi_m}(z|x_m)} \left[ \log p_{\Theta}(X|z) \right] - D_{KL} \left( \frac{1}{M} \sum_{m=1}^{M} q_{\phi_m}(z | x_m) || p(z) \right). \quad (22)$$

The first term corresponds to encouraging cross-modal generation. Shi et al. [79] apply the importance weighted autoencoder (IWAE) [14] to make this ELBO tighter.

Sutter et al. [88] propose multimodal JS-divergence (mmJSD), which uses Jensen–Shannon (JS) divergence instead of KL divergence in the MMVAE objective:

$$\frac{1}{M} \sum_{m=1}^{M} \mathbb{E}_{q_{\phi_m}(z|x_m)} \left[ \log p_{\Theta}(X|z) \right] - D_{JS}^{M+1} \left( \{ q_{\phi_m}(z | x_m) \}_{m=1}^{M} , p(z) \right). \quad (23)$$

Here, JS divergence is defined as

$$D_{JS}^{M+1} \left( \{ q_{\phi_m}(z | x_m) \}_{m=1}^{M} , p(z) \right)$$

$$= \pi_{M+1} D_{KL}(p(z)||p_g(z|X)) + \sum_{m=1}^{M} \pi_m D_{KL}(q_{\phi_m}(z|x_m)||p_g(z|X)),$$

(24)

where $\sum_{m=1}^{M+1} \pi_m = 1$ and $p_g(z|X) = g \left( \{ q_{\phi_m}(z | x_m) \}_{m=1}^{M} , p(z) \right)$ is called the dynamic prior defined by the function $g$, which is set as the weighted PoE. Sutter et al. [88] show that mmJSD outperforms MVAE and MMVAE in assessing cross-modal generation and inference to latent representation.

The disadvantage of MoE is that aggregating experts does not result in a distribution that is sharper than the other experts. Therefore, even if we increase the number of experts, the shared representation does not become more informative as in PoE, which means that proper aggregated inference is not possible.

To mitigate the trade-off between PoE and MoE, Sutter et al. [89] introduce a generalization of PoE and MoE, called mixture of products of experts (MoPoE) as follows.

$$q_{MoPoE}(z|X) = \frac{1}{2^M} \sum_{X_k \in \mathcal{P}(X)} q_{PoE} \left( z | X_k \right), \quad (25)$$

where $q_{PoE} \left( z | X_k \right) \propto \prod_{x_m \in X_k} q_{\phi_m}(z|x_m)$ and $\mathcal{P}(X)$ is a powerset of $M$ modalities. MoPoE has the advantages of both PoE and MoE (see Figure 6(c)), and JVAE by this joint inference is called MoPoE-VAE. However, because the number of PoE inferences increases exponentially with the number of modalities, the computational cost of ELBO for this model also increases exponentially.
Yadav et al. [118] propose that another approach to approximating joint and unimodal inference from unimodal encoders is to introduce bridge encoders between latent variables of different modalities, such as associators in AVAE [40]. First, by letting \( q_\Phi(z|z_1, z_2) \) be the inference from latent representations from modalities, \( z_1 = E_1(z_1) \) and \( z_2 = E_2(z_2) \), to the shared representation \( z \), the joint inference is as follows:

\[
q(z|x_1, x_2) = q_\Phi(z|E_1(x_1), E_2(x_2)). \tag{26}
\]

Next, introducing the bridge encoder \( E_{12} \) from \( z_1 \) to \( z_2 \), the unimodal inference becomes

\[
q(z|x_1) = q_\Phi(z|E_1(x_1), E_{12}(E_1(x_1))). \tag{27}
\]

They first train encoders and generative models with a JVAE objective, and then freeze them and learn bridge encoders with the unimodal VAE objective. Although this model requires bridge encoders and two stages of training, it has the advantage of requiring fewer networks than approaches using surrogate unimodal inference.

5.2 Modality-specific latent variables

In JVAE, each modality is assumed to be generated from a single shared latent variable. However, in reality, different modalities should have modality-specific factors in addition to the common factors. Based on this idea, various models with modality-specific latent variables have been proposed.

Basically, we decompose the shared latent variable \( z \) into the modality-specific latent variable \( S = \{s_m\}_{m=1}^M \) and the modality-independent latent variable \( c \), and assume the following generative model (see also Figure 7):

\[
p_\Theta(X) = \int \int p_\Theta(X, S, c) dS dc = \int p(c) \prod_{m=1}^M p(s_m)p_{\Theta_m}(x_m|s_m, c) ds_m dc. \tag{28}
\]

A major challenge under this generative model is how to disentangle and infer modality-specific and modality-invariant representations from multimodal data.

The partitioned variational autoencoder (PVAE) proposed by Hsu et al. [33] assumes that a joint inference distribution can be factorized as

\[
q_\Phi(S, c|X) = q_\Phi(c|X) \prod_{m=1}^M q_{\Phi_m}(s_m|X), \tag{29}
\]
and each of unimodal inference distributions is factorized as

\[ q_{\Phi}(s_m, c|x_m) = q_{\phi_m^s}(s_m|x_m)q_{\phi_m^c}(c|x_m). \]  

(30)

The objective of PVAE consists of that of JVAE plus the KL divergence between joint inference and unimodal inference as in JMVAE (called multimodal–unimodal coherence). Furthermore, hinge loss-based objective named cross-modality semantic contrastiveness is added to this objective such that modality-independent latent variables of different modalities from the same example are similar and those from different samples are dissimilar.

Sutter et al. [88] factorize the joint posterior, based on multi-level variational autoencoder [13], as follows:

\[ q_{\Phi}(S, c|X) = q_{\Phi}(c|X) \prod_{m=1}^{M} q_{\phi_m^s}(s_m|x_m). \]  

(31)

The difference from joint inference in PVAE (Equation 29) is that each modality-specific latent variable is inferred from its modality input, not from all modalities. Moreover, they assume that \( q_{\Phi}(c|X) \) is approximated by aggregating unimodal inferences \( \{q_{\phi_m^s}(c|x_m)\}_{m=1}^{M} \) in the form of PoE or MoE.

Lee et al. [48] approximates \( q_{\Phi}(c|X) \) by a PoE form and learns to optimize not only the objective of the JVAE, but also the objective that promotes cross-model generation and self-reconstruction by each PoE expert \( q_{\phi_m^s}(c|x_m) \). Moreover, that study applies the \( \beta \)-TCVAE decomposition to the KL divergence and penalizes the term of total correlation to disentangle modality-invariant and modality-specific latent variables. To ensure that \( c \) is a discrete representation, concrete distribution [37, 53] is used as the inference distribution.

Daunhawer et al. [15] introduce the following two objective in addition to the objective of JVAE. The first objective is the mutual information between the multimodal input \( X \) and the modality-invariant representation \( c \), which imposes the inclusion of multimodal information in \( c \). However, since it is difficult to compute this mutual information directly, they estimate its lower bound using the sample-based InfoNCE estimator [65]. The second is the total correlation between modality-specific and modality-invariant latent variables, which is made independent of each other. Unlike Lee et al. [48], this total correlation is explicitly estimated by introducing and learning a discriminator based on the density-ratio trick [85].

Multimodal Factorization Model (MFM) [99] includes a label \( y \) as well as a multimodal input \( X \) as observation variables, and assumes the following generative model:

\[
\begin{align*}
p_{\Theta}(X, y) &= \int \int \int p_{\Theta}(X, y, S, c, F^s, f^c) dS dcdF^s df^c \\
&= \int p(c)p_{\Theta}(y|f^c)p_{\Theta}(f^c|c) \int \prod_{m=1}^{M} p(s_m)p_{\Theta_m^s}(x_m|f_m^s, f^c)p_{\Theta_m^c}(f_m^c|s_m) df_m^s ds_m df^c dc,
\end{align*}
\]  

(32)

where \( F^s = \{f_m^s\}_{m=1}^{M} \) and \( f^c \) are modality-specific and modality-invariant latent factors, respectively. The inference distribution for MFM \( q_{\Phi}(c, S|X) \) is approximated in the same way as in the above studies. The inference and generative models are optimized with the objective of Wasserstein autoencoders [98]. In addition, Tsai et al. [99] introduce a surrogate inference distribution to handle missing modalities, such as JMVAE, and learn it so that cross-modal generation is optimal.
5.3 Weakly-supervised learning

In general, training a joint VAE requires that all modality combinations are always given, because joint inference is involved. However, it is difficult to prepare a large amount of multimodal data, and many examples in the training set obtained in the real environment might be sparse, i.e., some of the modalities are missing. Therefore, it is required to be able to train in weakly supervised settings.

Wu et al. [112] show that the sub-sampling training scheme in MVAE allows a subset of the modalities to be used for training, i.e., weakly-supervised learning.

Shi et al. [78] propose learning to learn whether different modalities are related and to maximize the following contrastive-style objective based on the max-margin metric.

\[
\log p_\Theta(x_1, x_2) - \frac{1}{2} \left( \log \sum_{x_1 \in \{x_1\}_{i=1}^{N'}} p_\Theta(x_1, x_2) + \log \sum_{x_2 \in \{x_2\}_{i=1}^{N'}} p_\Theta(x_1, x_2) \right),
\]

where \(\sum_{x_m \in \{x_m\}_{i=1}^{N'}}\) is the sum of \(N'\) negative samples of \(x_m\), and the joint log-likelihood in this objective is estimated by IWAE or \(\chi\) upper bound [16], rather than ELBO. Shi et al. [78] show that this method performs well not only with regular multimodal learning, but also given a small amount of paired multimodal data.

6. Benchmark datasets and application

Multimodal deep generative models have no multimodal benchmark that is always used like zero-shot learning. The most commonly used are image datasets such as MNIST [46], FashionMNIST [115], and the street view house number (SVHN) [61], which are often used as toy problems for deep learning. However, since these datasets are not multimodal data, many studies turned them into multimodal settings in various ways. For example, the image and label are considered different modalities [91, 112, 113, 118], and the image with different noise is considered as multimodal data [89, 107]. Another common practice is to pair multiple datasets that share the same label domain (i.e., number of classes) and consider them as multimodal data, such as MNIST and FashionMNIST [39, 96, 118] or MNIST and SVHN [15, 78, 79]. In addition, some studies have created multimodal data by adding information such as voice and text to these datasets [33, 88].

Several studies have experimented with a true multimodal setting rather than the toy problem described above. A common multimodal dataset used in many multimodal deep generative models [33, 88, 88, 89, 91, 104, 118] is the CelebA dataset [52], which contains face images and their attributes. In CADA-VAE [76], the authors used the Caltech-UCSD Birds (CUB)-200 dataset [111], which contains bird images and their attributes, as a benchmark for zero-shot learning. Shi et al. [78, 79] used the CUB-200-2011 dataset [106], which is an extended version of the CUB-200 dataset and includes fine-grained natural language descriptions. Jo et al. [39] worked on hand pose estimation using RGB images and keypoints of each hand in the Rendered Hand pose dataset [126] as multimodal data. Yin et al. [119] trained their multimodal deep generative model using the handwriting motion and the corresponding handwriting image in the UJI Char Pen dataset as different modalities to confirm that cross-modal generation is possible. Tsai et al. [99] conducted experiments on real-world time-series multimodal datasets such as CMU-MOSI [120], which includes three modalities: language, acoustic, and visual.

Moreover, beyond the multimodal deep generative model defined in this study, i.e., in a setting where not all modalities are inferred and generated, various multimodal tasks are performed with VAEs, such as audio-visual speech enhancement [73, 74] and the acquisition of the joint representation of depth and RGB images [11].

There have also been several studies on the application of multimodal deep generative models
to robots. Zambelli et al. [121] trained a JVAE using five modalities from an iCub robot [55] interacting with a piano keyboard as input, including joint positions and vision, to reconstruct missing modalities and predict their own sensorimotor states and others’ visual trajectories. Park et al. [69] introduced a LSTM-based JVAE to detect anomalous feeding executions given 17 sensory signals from five types of sensors on a PR2 robot. Meo et al. [54] proposed considering the joint angles in a simulated robot arm and the images provided by the camera as different modalities, and using JVAE to learn them and control the robot based on the active inference. Korthals et al. [44] argued that the representation of the multimodal deep generative model can be used as a state as well as a reward in deep reinforcement learning, and showed that the proposed model is effective in multi-agent reinforcement learning with multiple robots.

7. Future challenges

In this section we discuss future research directions for multimodal deep generative models.

The studies of multimodal deep generative models described so far have been validated mainly in two, or at most three, modalities. However, the number of modalities in the real world is far greater, and more modality information has been used in previous studies of cognitive architecture based on probabilistic generative models. As described in Section 2.5, Nakamura et al. [58] used visual, tactile, auditory, and word information obtained from the robot.

Moreover, the greater the number and variety of modalities, the more difficult training the entire model end-to-end will be. Therefore, it is important to learn modules that deal with different modalities separately and integrate their inference. Coordinated models often use these two-step approaches; however, as mentioned earlier, they cannot perform inference on shared representations from arbitrary sets of modalities. Recently, Symbol Emergence in Robotics tool KIT (SERKET) [60] and Neuro-SERKET [93] have been proposed as frameworks for integration in probabilistic models that deal with multimodal information. SERKET provides a protocol that divides inference from different modalities into the inference of modules of individual modalities and their communication, i.e., message-passing. Neuro-SERKET, an extension of the SERKET framework for including neural networks, can integrate modules of different modalities that perform different inference procedures, such as Gibbs sampling and variational inference. Another possible approach is to refer to the idea of global workspace (GW) theory in cognitive science [4], in which interactions between different modules are realized by a shared space that can be modified by any module and broadcast to all modules. Goyal et al. [20] proposed an attention-based GW architecture for communicating positions and modules in Transformer [103] and slot-based modular architectures [21]. Such idea might also be applied to the integration of modules of different modalities.

Furthermore, multimodal deep generative models can be applied to the domain of world models [22], i.e., model-based reinforcement learning with self-supervised learning. Many studies on world models have used only images as input modalities [22–24], but we humans are building more reliable models in our brains of how the world is organized from many different types of information. Recently, Taniguchi et al. [94] proposed implementing prediction and decision making from multimodal information in the framework of generative models based on human cognitive systems.

From the viewpoint of robot research, as mentioned in Section 6, some studies used multimodal deep generative models, but they are not yet mainstream and their latest methods are rarely used. It is inevitable for robots to deal with multiple modalities and the ability of multimodal deep generative models to obtain integrated representations from them, to deal with missing modalities, and to transform between different modalities should help robots make better decisions in the real world. However, there are several challenges in applying multimodal deep generative models to robots operating in the real world. For example, in order for robots with multimodal deep generative models to be able to generalize properly in different environments,
we need to acquire a large amount of training data for all environments, which is difficult to do in practice. To deal with this difficulty, it might be important to use techniques such as transfer learning and continuous learning \([49, 95]\), given that humans have the ability to act in unknown environments based on their memories of other environments and the ability to continuously learn new things from the past. Furthermore, in terms of model implementation, multimodal deep generative models might become larger and more complex due to the need to train large environments based on a large number of multimodal information, which makes it difficult to maintain and handle these implementations\(^1\). Probabilistic modeling languages, such as Pyro \([7]\), and deep generative modeling libraries, such as Pixyz \([90]\), might help to address this difficulty. We hope that multimodal deep generative models will be widely used in robot control in the future.

8. Conclusion

In this paper, we surveyed multimodal deep generative models in two categories: coordinated models and joint models. We classified the coordinated models into two criteria according to the how they define the closeness between inference distributions. For the joint models, we summarized the study with three important challenges. In particular, for the first challenge, the treatment of missing modalities, we described two approaches: the introduction of surrogate unimodal inference and the aggregation of unimodal inference. In addition, we summarized the benchmark datasets and applications of multimodal deep generative models and discussed future directions. We hope that this paper will be of help for future research on multimodal deep generative models.
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\(^1\)Recall that deep generative models are generative models whose distributions are parameterized by deep neural networks; therefore, if these models are large, their implementation can be much more complex than the implementation of regular generative models.


